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Lets face it. This is all I’ve got to give. I’ve never really felt like I’ve stood out before. Growing
up as the youngest of five (three sisters and a brother), I always felt like I was in the way, like
people didn’t really want me around or didn’t notice me at all. I was one of the smallest kids
in elementary school and during that time, my closest friends were assholes. I was regularly
picked on, made fun of and pressured or forced into really dangerous situations. The kind
of situations that would probably make the news these days. I always felt like if I tried hard
enough, my friends would like me and stop treating me like shit... That if I was silly enough,
my brothers and sisters would think I was funny... That if I focused hard enough, maybe I
could get better grades and impress my mom and if I hustled enough, I could impress my dad.

Editorial

One thing I was told over and over
and over again was that I was “too sensitive”. They were right, I was and still
am “too sensitive”. I have always taken
things to heart - my passion is heavy
and I commit myself to others - I do my
best to impress those who matter to me.
It’d be much easier to not give a shit. Ignorance is bliss, isn’t it? But I want to
give a shit. I like caring about people,
and I guess I like to be cared about. Who
doesn’t?
Why am I getting into this sappy shit?
Because that’s who I am. That’s what I
was built on. None of us are perfect, and
many of us are far from it, but when you
put your mind to something, you can get
shit done. When I sit back and self reflect, I believe that’s my core strength. I
try to be self sufficient. I’d rather learn
how to do something instead of paying a
handy-man to do it. Don’t get me wrong
- Time is Money. I’ll spend the cash if it’ll
save the right amount of time.
I’m a Jack of All Trades. Taking the
necessary time to learn new tools, programs, trades and skills makes me a perfect storm for the Backlog Network. My
Father taught me to respect authority
and my Mother taught me to challenge
anyone and anything. It is this combination that I believe allows me to feel

comfortable getting involved with almost
anything. Work or play, I’m always learning, growing and adapting. I hardly sleep 8
hours - my brain doesn’t turn off.
When I started the Backlog Podcast in
2018, I knew I was just breaching the
surface of what I was capable of. Adding
the Twitch Streaming platform to the mix,
I quickly learned the new broadcasting
medium and found the integrated benefits
of Discord Communities. Helping run
a community that grew to over 1,200
content creators in a few short months, I
learned the good, the bad and the ugly of
the process and sought to build a better
community from the ground up. Slow and
steady, with high quality leadership and
high quality members.
But what else can we add to the mix to
make the Backlog Network the place people want to be a part of. That’s why I have
a team, Ladies and Gentleman. A group
where I fit in like I’ve always wanted. I
know my strengths, but I also know my
weaknesses. I’m a Jack of All Trades but
a Master of None. I need to surround myself with the best. In this edition of Backlog Magazine, you’ll meet some of the best
players in my game of life.
Kevin Lane
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The Backlog Network is just getting started.

In early 2018, Kevin and his friend Joel decided they were going to put together a podcast.
Why not? They regularly talked about video games - in fact, it’s what brought them
together. Kevin and Joel met while attending a kids birthday party for a mutual friend of
our wives. Joel and another friend, Jason, were sitting quietly at a picnic table munching
on hot-dogs and slugging down some beer. Kevin’s wife casually said “Joel likes video
games, you guys will get along.” And she was right. In fact, Jason did too. This was a
great starting point for their friendship because the bond that was based on individual
experiences and feelings that games give them. The history of games alone could take
weeks to discuss so there was plenty to talk about regardless of where they came from,
how they were brought up, who their friends were, how old they were... you get the point.
As their friendship grew, so did the length of their conversations. What games are
coming out? What was your favorite console?
Do you prefer Mouse
and Keyboard over Controller?
Why don’t we start a Podcast?
It felt like a brilliant idea. Several people offered to participate, but only Joel and Kevin
were truly committed to the week to week episodic series now known as The Backlog
Podcast. At the time, that name was taken - so instead of screwing someone else’s idea
over, Kevin tried finding a similar name. The term Backlog was important. Both Joel and
Kevin had an enormous backlog of games and the idea was stuck in their heads - they settled on “The Backlog Exposed Podcast”. The idea was that they were exposing their Gaming Backlog’s to the world. They hit it off right away with over 150 listens. Word of mouth
is huge for Podcasting, and if you can’t get your word out, no one’s going to listen. Unfortunately for the duo, Facebook doesn’t like when you send users to other websites, so their
algorithms quickly limited the visibility of the episode three, and the uphill battle began.
For months, the team put on new episodes weekly, sometimes even two a week, focusing on games, but also “Sports, Entertainment, and anything else that they could think of”
as stated in their intro. So that was that... but then came Fortnite. The surge in demand
for FORTNITE changed more than just the gaming industry, it changed the world. While
we wanted to talk about our gaming backlogs, our days were dominated by the addiction
to this revolutionary Battle Royale game. Call of Duty, Apex Legends and Realm Royale
were also welcome additions to the BR scene and in time, their backlogs continued to
grow. Eventually the original Backlog Podcast ended its run, and since the name wasn’t
trademarked, Kevin swooped in and renamed their own Podcast to “The Backlog Podcast”.
6

The Backlog Network was the next addition to the journey, but Discord was new and
weird to Kevin. So he built a website (thebacklogexposed.com) and started growing what
he thought was a useful Discord Server, playing the two off each-other to provide exposure for others. The Discord server was nice, but in mid 2019, the duo came in contact
with a group known as The Leaky Squad. Kevin and Joel agreed to join forces with the
Leaky Squad, bringing their resources, talent, and content creators to the newly coined
“LS5” community. LS5 grew fast. With teamwork and desire, the Leadership Group was
heavily focused on bringing in as many new content creators as possible. They set goals...
300, 400, 800... 1000 by TwitchCon? The number kept growing and while at TwitchCon
2019, LS5 had over 1,000 content creators joined together.
Unfortunately, without a concrete plan and no real benefits for being part of the community, involvement fizzled out. With lack of good discussion, the Discord Community
struggled to gain momentum. Leadership had different ideas and ultimately started going
their separate ways. A great foundation was broken apart by a lack of direction. Around
this time, Joel wanted to focus on Streaming and decided to move away from the Podcast.
Kevin took these experiences as a valuable lesson and decided to revisit the Backlog Network community. With a handful of core friends, the Discord Community and Website
got an overhaul and the Backlog Network was back.
This time, things would be different. Kevin wanted to ensure that the growth
was met with enthusiasm and interest, and not just people looking to get rich quick. One
of the main lessons learned from the original community growth experience was that
there are many people looking for help, expecting help, demanding help, but not looking
to help themselves. While it is true that anyone can make it in this industry, it is also true
that a creator is unlikely to reach any significant levels of success without the desire to
perform self-help first. At nearly 40 years old, Kevin understands his place in the Content Creation space - he wants to be involved. He wants to help others. He wants to make,
create, build, design, talk, share and enjoy. Kevin’s goals for this Network will never die
down because he wants a little bit of everything. And he’s capable of getting it.

Join the Network:
d i s c o r d . g g / Q D d W VA Y
View Network Shows live:
twitch.tv/BacklogNetwork
For more Network Content:
youtube.com/
BacklogNetwork
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A
successful
content
creator
community
should
focus
on
sharing
experiences
and
knowledge,
and
encouraging
eachother
to
network
t o g e t h e r.
Don’t
be
afraid to reach out
and ask for advice.
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Discord is the “Central Command” of
the Backlog Network, but it isn’t the
only place to grow and meet others.
Use your Social Media platforms
to bring people into the Network.
Visit and watch other streams and
mingle with their communities.
The opportunities are out there. Go
Find Them.

9
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The Alpha

\ WorldWinningFederation
\ WorldWinningFederation
\ WorldWinningFed

Bursting onto the Twitch scene in 2019, The Alpha is known for his catchy
phrases (“Sit your butt down” and “I got one eye, I can’t die, and I’m the best, just to
clarify” among others) his Eye Patch, his top of the line Stream Presentation, and his
knack for the color Pink. The Alpha carries around a belt when he wins his matches,
deemed his “28 pounds of solid gold” - and subscribing to his Twitch Channel grants
you access to a championship belt emote.
The self-proclaimed “Greatest and Highest Paid E-Sports Athlete of All Time”, The
Alpha brings it all to the table each and every time he streams. Along with him comes
a cast of characters - many of which get their own avatar, customized and created by
his “IT Guy Jeff”. Using channel points saved up by watching his stream (known as
Heat), you can redeem your own avatar that Alpha will place inside the ring in his
Dilly Hard Sportatorium. And you WANT to be inside this ring. His “Alphamaniacs”
(viewers), each get their own unique name spawned from Wrestling Legends of new
and old.
1 0
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Another perk of being in
the Alpha’s stream? You can
watch him lay the Whack
Down on his opponent’s
“Candy Asses” every time he
streams. His main game is
Apex Legends and even though
he truly is blind in one eye, the
Alpha has laser point accuracy
and amazing reaction times. His
“Legend” status is growing, so get
on the train and lets go for a ride.
While we don’t often discuss the
man behind the eye patch, his
viewers witnessed an amazing
night of unexpected fun when he
streamed on his Twitch Anniversary.
No eye patch. No belt. No pink. Just
Jay. It was just enough to give his
viewers another perspective of the
complex man behind the persona. He’s
an awesome streamer, a great friend,
and most importantly, an amazing
husband and father.
So, get your rocks off with Twitch’s
most electrifying streamer. You can
catch him on his Twitch Channel
(WorldWinningFederation) or on the
Backlog Network co-hosting Babyface and
the Heel with his arch nemesis Jimmy T.
		

- Kevin

Where do I begin? The alpha is probably the most supportive
s t r e a m e r I k n o w . No t o n l y i s h e a g r e a t s t r e a m e r, h e ’ s v e r y
knowledgeable of the game he plays. It looks like he almost
perfected it. I can play with him any day of the week because
when you’re playing with the Alpha losing isn’t an option.
-T h e B h u d d i s t
1 1

\ MMA_Marks
\ MMA_Marks
\ MMA_Marks

MMA_Marks
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Where do you begin with someone like Buddy (MMA_Marks on
Twitch). When I first talked to him about streaming, I knew he was
funny, I knew he was good at UFC3, but what I didn’t know was just
how good he actually was at streaming. Buddy is my real life cousin,
10 years younger than I, and it wasn’t until 2018 that we really started
connecting. My middle name was named after Bud’s father, my Uncle
Earl. My Uncle Earl, may he rest in peace, was one of the funniest and
quick-minded jokesters I’ve ever met in my life. Growing up, it was
always a treat to take the road trip from New Hampshire to Maryland
and hear the stories. He would get a room full of people’s full attention
just by starting a story.
Buddy has carried his father’s gift of humor with him. In addition,
he’s unfazed by haters... He’s quick with his jokes... and he’s a natural
leader. When I started forming the Backlog Network, Buddy was
ready to get involved right away. He asked the right questions, put the
right motivation on me, and together we helped build the foundation of
what you see today. Perhaps the most exhilarating thing about Buddy
is his ability to Network. His Social Media prowess is unmatched when he put in the time and effort on behalf of the MMA Marks
Podcast, it didn’t take very long for him to start getting replies from
actual UFC Fighters. He built off of that success, and he and my other
cousin Ricky began growing their brand, making friends with other
MMA Podcasts. These other content creators didn’t just click like on
his stuff, they actually became part of Buddy’s community. It grew
even more from there, and Buddy has defined himself as a leader in
the UFC3 competitive community on PS4.
He has built a Team on PS4 to be a presence in the competitive scene,
frequently participating in Twitch events. He gets his teammates
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involved, they help build each-o
ther up.
He is a sponge when it comes to
learning,
taking notes on his toughest oppone
nts and
remembering their previous bouts
to adapt.
When visiting Buddy’s stream, you’l
l be
greeted with an extremely chill an
d fun
community of characters, as well
as an
awesome soundtrack. Bud usually
has
some great music going, but you are
always
welcome to throw“Chicken Attack”
into
the Song Request Queue. MMA Fan
s will
also really enjoy his emotes...
Dana White, Conor McGregor, KT
FO
(Knocked the Fuck Out), Joe Rogan
and Dan
Henderson’s H-Bomb (Buddy’s GOAT
) will grace
your Emote Tray after subscribing.
Use them in
other channels for a good laugh... Esp
ecially the
Dana Face.
Seriously, I am proud of what Budd
y has
accomplished in his year of stream
ing and
what he and Ricky have accomplish
ed with
their Podcast. They’ve stayed consis
tent and
delivered a funny and chill Podcast
with all the
details you need to know if you wa
tch MMA.
It’s even great if ya don’t watch MM
A because
these two are hilarious together. Ca
sual’s are
welcome too.
- Kevin
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Mr. President
\ MrPresident1897
\ MrPresident1897
\ MrPresident1897
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Ian (The Pres) is the guy at the party that makes everyone feel
w e l c o m e . It could be his consistent support that spans across many communities, his
coordination of community Apex matches, his high skilled FPS game-play, those dimples when
he smiles, or the loaded guns he shows off in his Tank Top when he stream. We got a new booty
streamer in town. Wassssuh Guuurrrrrl?
For real though, Ian is a great guy. He’s always getting people together, pumping people up, and
has a smile so genuine you can hear it in his voice. Ian is a great example of a Leader by Nature.
It’s in his blood to get people rallied up. Members of Mr. President’s community get some really
awesome emotes and you are always greeted with a fun and positive experience.
Whether it’s playing Apex Legends or COD with other’s from the community or actively
networking in our Discord, Ian represents the best the Network has to offer. Do yourself a favor
and check him out - and if you watch long enough, you can use your channel points (Taxes) to pick
his Legend in Apex, or even get him to shotgun a beer!

This handsome devil right here is a crucial member of the
Backlog Network. Never have you met a man with more moxie,
more charisma, more chutzpah that the founding father himself,
MrP re s i d e n t 1 8 9 7 ! D o n’ t l e t t h a t c h a r m i n g s m i l e f o o l y o u ,
Tw i t c h’ s v e r y o w n C o m m a n d e r- i n - C h i e f h o l d s i t d o w n l i k e n o
o t h e r. F i n d h i m c a t c h i n g d u b s i n Ap e x L e g e n d s e v e r y Tu e s d a y /
Th u r s d ay @ 6 p m P ST A N D Su n d ay s @ 10 a m P ST.
- gdINSOMNIAC23
1 5
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The Bhuddist
\ TheBhuddist
\ TheBhuddist
\ TheBhuddist

The Bhuddist (aka the Hitman
aka booty) is the most tactical
and
professional
e-sport
athlete of all time. Better
get your pockets ready cause
this man charges by the
hour to carry your ass to
a win. One of the best call
of duty tag team partners
you could ask for but also
open to play any game.
When you tune into his
stream you’ll be sure to see
Bhuddist bring out Manny
t h e P u g o r Mu r f a n d Tu r f .
And you better believe this
man will be snackin’ on
something cause those lips
be smackin! Give him a
follow and be sure to tune
in!

My first experience with the Bhuddist was in the Alpha’s chat room while watching
some Apex Legends or Call of Duty. He wanted to get in some games with the One Eyed
Monster - and the Big Pink Machine obliged. The Bhuddist quickly became a regular on
the Alpha’s prime time schedule, and before you know it, “Not the Barber” had his very
own Twitch stream going strong. (Not the Barber is one of many alternate names the Alpha
dubs him, an homage to Brutus the Barber Beefcake). The Bhuddist was dubbed “The Hitman” on stream because he is one of the best technical FPS players in the game. He’s quick
with his snipes, calls out his moves, and is nearly unmatchable in the clutch.
Viewers on his Twitch stream can use their channel points to get a glimpse of the real
star, Manny the Pug. Manny has more personality in his belly than I do in my entire body.
Subscribing to the Bhuddist gets you a Manny emote, and all the ladies love Manny - so feel
free to use that all over Twitch.
I visited Steve’s YouTube page and got a real glimpse
of the man behind the stream. He’s a creator through
and through. He writes music, and has a bunch of
tracks you can listen to right now. He’s a community
leader and it was a no-brainer to ask him to join the
Leadership Team in the Backlog Network. He’s a
motivator, an innovator, and a dominator. I’m proud to
call him my friend.

-MrP re s i d e n t 1 8 9 7
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Step into the Asylum with

\ gdI
\ gdI NSOMNI
\ gdI NSOMNI AC23
AC
NSOM
NIAC 23
23

gdINSOMNIAC
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I had an epiphany when watching one of his streams.
This was the guy that I needed for the Backlog Podcast.

Jim (gdINSOMNIAC23) is a unique individual. He’s got an enormous amount of creativity
inside that is just dying to be released. After doing some research and snooping around
his many YouTubes, Instagrams, Twitters and more, I realized he’s got a lot going on (just
like me) - and he gets shit done. From recording studios to streaming, Jim has found a
purpose across all Content Creation mediums. It is only natural that he would be a perfect
addition for the Backlog Podcast. He’s insightful on a plethora of genres of video games
and gets involved at the higher levels with Developers and Industry Insiders. He will
bring a new dynamic to the Podcast that it’s been lacking for a very long time. He’s a fun
and funny guy and I really enjoy chatting with him in stream. I imagine our talks on the
Podcast will be adventurous and deep. We’ve both proven we have a gift for gab.
When visiting his stream on Twitch, you’ll see him working to perfect impossible games
like Dark Souls or Bloodborne. His skill levels are high and his tenacity is matched with
patience and determination. Just like in real life, he also gets shit done in video games.
Subbing
will
grant you some
awesome emotes
to use across
Twitch, and his
channel points
(dubbed Crazy
Pills) allow you
to force Jim to see
one of his Cats,
put on a Crazy
Hat or even Have
a Sandwich.

One of the most recent promotions to leadership in the Backlog Network,
gdINSOMNIAC23 has been a tremendous help to the network. With his vast knowledge
in many different fields, his experience is invaluable to the team. From his expertise in
web design, to his wit on stream, to his supportive personality in the Discord, along
with podcasting wisdom, and a unique network of contacts. He truly is a jack of all
trades that our network needs.
-Jay Peak
1 9
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MMAMarks is my kind of show... and Ricky and Buddy are my
type of people. The podcast is funny, smart and entertaining.
I like their polar personalities and points of view about MMA.
Ricky likes technique and game plans. Buddy appreciates
explosions and backing up good shit talk. Not that they both
don’t appreciate the other aspects of the sport, but the discussion
that it produces is always fun.
So, yeah. I am a fan of MMA Marks. I am a fan of Ricky and
B u d d y s e p a ra t e l y , o n Tw i t c h a n d B a b y f a c e & T h e He e l . G l a d
I found their show, and even happier with how much I laugh.
M M A m a d e u s f r i e n d s . Tw i t c h m a d e u s Fa m .
Chaney
Co-Ho st of the MMA Podcast LatB
We a k N e c k B a b y

The Backlog Podcast Network is a small but
growing group of Podcasts looking to grow
t o g e t h e r. Jo i n t h e Ne t w o r k i f y o u h a v e a P o d c a s t
and want to be part of all the fun.

The Backlog
Podcast
has
been
running
for over 2
years
and
has over 80
episodes in
the books.
Seasons 1 and 2 found lead host
Kevin Lane running the show
alongside a bevvy of guests
and co-hosts, and Season 3
looks to start off strong in
July 2020 with new co-host
gdINSOMNIAC23. Find this
Podcast on any Podcast app.
-Kevin

2 0

LatB
MMA AKA
Lesbo and
the
Bean
MMA
podcast
is
made
up of two
hardcore
MMA
fans
who are great at making fight
predictions.
If
you wanna
make some money on bets
definitely listen to the expert
f ight breakdowns. And if you
love conspiracies they have
another podcast just for you,
“ D o n ’ t d r i n k t h e Wa t e r ”
- B u d d2 y1
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The Backlog
Podcast
Exposed

\ Te a m E M A R G a m i n g
\ Te a m E M A R G a m i n g
\ Te a m E M A R G a m i n g

\ B a c k l o gTi m e
\ B a c k l o gTi m e
\ B a c k l o gTi m e

Joel was a primary factor in the Backlog Podcast ever b eing
successful. His humor and jokes always made me laugh, and he’s
a sound-byte machine. I could clip anything he said and turn it
into an awesome sound-byte.
-Kevin
2 2

Season 3 begins
(gdINSOMNIAC23
original purpose
about the games
backlog’s past.

in July and welcomes a new Co-Host.
Jim
o n Tw i t ch ) a n d Ke v i n l o ok t o b r i n g b a ck t h e
of the podcast - to give insightful discussion
in our backlog and to reflect on games of our
2 3
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From simple stream overlays and stingers to
Quality TV Production, Backlog Studios
waves in the Content Creation industry.
like The Alpha, LightShield, The Bhuddist
assets built by
2 4
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full blown Studio
is busy making
Many streamers
and more utilize
Backlog Studios.

Babyface and the Heel is where
you can go watch the greatest
wrestling minds come together
and discuss AEW Dynamite
each week. I am easily one of
the most focused and literate
gentleman that has ever graced
the Interwebs, and you can
even buy a can of my Cream
Style
Sweet
Corn.
That’s
Jimmy T’s Cream-style Sweet
Corn - goes down like a glass
of milk and can even be used
a s To o t h - P a s t e .
Tr u s t m e .
-Jimmy T

We l c o m e
to
Fights
of
the
R o u n d Ta b l e , t h e p l a c e w h e r e
you get our first impression of
the MMA fights that just took
place. Come join us at the table
directly after the fights for
recaps, opinions, rumors,and
above all else laughs and a
good time.
-Ricky of MMA Marks and
BatH
Ricky_MMA
2 5
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Thanks to Tony Khan, there’s a good reason to watch wrestling weekly again.
Founded by Tony Khan, son of Jaguars owner Shahid Khan, Cody Rhodes, Matt and
Nick Jackson (The Young Bucks), and Kenny Omega, AEW is the type of wrestling
that makes me want more. Each week we see amazing high-flying action, back
to basics wrestling, innovative story-lines, new head-turning wrestlers, career
legends, and the unexpected.
When I got to know Alpha more and more, I wanted to find a way to work with him on a
bigger level. He’s got talent and skill and I wanted the world to see what he’s got to offer. We
came up with the idea of Babyface and the Heel - Alpha vs Jimmy - to discuss Wrestling’s
newest show, AEW Dynamite. I reached out to my cousin Ricky - who I knew to be a depth
of knowledge on the MMA and Wrestling industries... but I didn’t realize just how deep his
knowledge goes. As an Impartial referee, Ricky stands between Alpha and Jimmy as the
defacto mediator. He’s quick to provide additional background on almost any wrestler.
We started Babyface and the Heel on January 1 of 2020. Little did we know what was in
store for us. Alpha brings a shoot style review of the program, never missing a beat with
his feelings on a particular storyline or wrestler. He’s got a knack for siding with the Good
Guys and is designated as the team’s “Babyface” or “Good Guy”. Jimmy Thompson brings
an endless rant of chaos, conjured by a bevvy of irrational thoughts and ideas. He’s always
trying to top the Alpha, but can never really seem to climb the ladder. He’s the designated
“Heel” or “Bad Guy” of the group, even if he has no idea that’s the case.

Wa t ch B a t H e v e r y T h u r s d ay ( 9 p m E S T/ 6 p m P S T )
twitch.tv/BacklogNetwork
A l s o a v a i l a b l e o n Yo u T u b e o r A n c h o r P o d c a s t s

GAME REVIEW

By: The Partisan Spy
spygamereviews.com

About The Game
Released

Platform

Developer

Price

June 16, 2020

PC | PS4 | Xbox

Mimimi Productions

US$ 49.99

Game Description

Desperados III is a story-driven, hardcore tactical stealth game, set in a ruthless
Wild West scenario.
In this long-awaited prequel to the beloved classic Desperados: Wanted Dead
or Alive, John Cooper will join forces with the runaway bride Kate, the shady
hitman Doc McCoy, the giant trapper Hector, and Isabelle, a mysterious lady
from New Orleans. On Cooper’s quest for redemption, his adventures lead him
and his gang from rural towns, over swamps and riverbanks, and finally to a
dramatic showdown worthy of Wild West legends.

Game Evaluation
Build your expectations about the game by learning what it offers and how was The Partisan
Spy’s experience.

The UI FOLLOWS THE RTT GAME MODE
STANDARDS, added some small visual and
graphics optimizations. Game functions
and characters’ abilities are all key labeled
which helps you play more efficiently and
focus the mouse on moving characters
and selecting enemies.

The story is told in a NONLINEAR
NARRATIVE and gives a reason for every
mission objective. A small segment is
focused on the past of the main character
and the rest is in the present. The link
between both storylines is unveiled
during cutscenes before and after every
mission.

Desperados III is possibly the biggest
reference on this RTT game mode as
Commandos franchise last game release
was in 2003. Regardless of that, RTT +
offline PVE games don’t get a lot of attention
from the community when compared to
other genres and modes.

GAMEPLAY MOOD TRACKER

Game Links
Website:
desperadosgame.com
Fanpage:
facebook.com/desperadosgame
Twitter:
@thqnordic

Playing Conditions
LOVED THE MOST

Play this game only if you like the information below.

Genre
RTT | RTS

Mode
PVE

Victory Condition
Complete missions
2 8

The showdown mode gives more
time to plan and make coordinated
plays with all characters.

Gameplay Overview

Desperados III is a COMBAT PUZZLE SOLVER played from an isometric perspective. In
other words, you see everything from above and can freely angle around your view. The
game has 16 missions, 5 different characters, each one with their own set of abilities, and
a lot of enemies to kill without being seen. This is not a game to go mayhem with guns
and knives blazing. YOU WILL THINK BEFORE YOU ACT.
Identify enemy patterns, calculate timings, analyze environments, learn characters’
strengths... You will be constantly juggling these variables to complete the missions’
objectives.
Think of yourself as a coach in the sidelines of the action. But, you have players that will
do exactly what you ask. You find fun on Desperados III not by shooting bullets, but by
setting the conditions of how, when, and where they will be shot.

The first half of the 25 hours of gameplay
were really intense. My mood improved
as the hours went by, reaching levels
of CAN’T STOP PLAYING IT. In the
second half, my mood settled between
ENTERTAINED and EAGER, as I got used
to the gameplay.

It’s always about killing the bad guys, but
the STRATEGY AND TACTICS APPLIED
TO IT VARY GREATLY, so the feeling of
repetition is not there. Missions can be
one to two hours long and you can get tired
of thinking on how to crack the puzzle but
that can’t be attributed to grinding.

DISLIKED THE MOST

Badges are not shown in missions’
first run. It could show the ones
that don’t contain spoilers.
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Evaluation Summary
Everything Desperados III proposed to deliver is there and well polished. It keeps alive a classic RTT
game mode and SETS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW AAA SHOULD BE RELEASED.
During +25 hours of gameplay, there were no bugs, performance issues, or the feeling that the game
wasn’t 100% finished. Every mission brings within itself the essence of this RTT game mode; there are
multiple ways to “solve the puzzle” but none are that obvious.
A game trait that makes replayability enjoyable and Desperados III really explores that. After the first
run there are not just different difficulty levels, but also achievements (missions’ badges) and challenges
to complete.
Desperados III is not cheap, but the PRICE TAG IS FAIR, content quality and quantity easily pays off.

Choices & Advice
DON’T BUY IT

WAIT TO BUY

BUY NOW

IF YOU ARE NOT
INTO STRATEGIC
THINKING
GAMES AND
“PUZZLESOLVING”.

IF YOU BELIEVE THE
GAME IS NOT AT
YOUR PRICE POINT
AND PREFER TO WAIT
FOR A SALE.

IF YOU WANT TO
PLAY A GREAT
RTT GAME, WELL
POLISHED AND
WITH +60 HOURS OF
GAMEPLAY.

GAME LIFETIME

YOU CAN
COMPLETE THE
FIRST RUN OF
THIS GAME IN
25-30 HOURS
AND EXTEND ITS
LIFETIME WITH
CHALLENGES &
ACHIEVEMENTS.

Full Review with Video and Gameplay can be
found on the website SpyReviews.com
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Music.
Marketing.
Mayhem.
Keep your eyes AND
your ears open for
Go Left! Productions
Go Left! is an independent marketing
agency/production company & record
label. Be there first as they drop new
releases & live music performances
from independent artists, recording
sessions,
mixing
sessions,
podcasts, website design and
much more!
Schedule TBA
\ GoLeftProductions
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S T R E A M E R

SPOTLIGHT

YodaKicks
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K I C K S R E P R E S E N T S T H E
C O M M U N I T I E S H E I N V E S T S
A N A W E S O M E W A Y

I N

\ Yo d a K i c k s
\ Yo d a K i c k s

It’s quite obvious that Kicks is an amazing Father
and Husband. When watching his streams, I always feel
like grabbing my two boys and giving them a hug. When
he’s streaming, Kicks keeps his community relaxed and
chill playing all sorts of games, and always getting his
kids involved. It’s a breath of fresh air visiting Kick’s
stream because he’s genuine and interactive - always
making you feel welcome. He tries to keep his stream
PG and raids other family friendly streamers, so if you
are looking for a Twitch Stream you can watch with
your kids, YodaKicks is the placed to go.
Subbing to YodaKicks grants you some really cute
Baby Yoda emotes which I love to use. Viewers can
redeem their channel points (known as Jedi Points) to
activate Voice Effects, get some Kicks ASMR, or even
have him speak like Yoda for 3 Full Minutes! You gotta
try it.
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Credits
The goal of this magazine is to give credit to
t h o s e w h o m a k e t h i s c o m m u n i t y g r e a t . We w a n t t o
highlight those who have stepped up and shown that
the Backlog Network is their place to shine.

There are many I’d love to thank for giving me a reason to create this
communication medium, but I’ll start with the top 20 contributors of the
Backlog Network Discord. YodaKicks, MMA_Marks, WorldWinningFederation,
Ridikyool1, MrPresident1897, JayJeezer, AnthonyTTurtlez, Frank Werewolf,
TeamEMARGaming, TheBhuddist, AtomicAdam72, moydman, gdINSOMNIAC23,
ChanStar, Ricky Jitsu, TheJewcer, MelaTV, Mittenz13, Kreamfire and
GrampyBack.
Honorable mention goes to ThePartisanSpy, Cleanrugs, Vinny_Dimaggio, Unruly,
xTheHangman, Lorenzo, CutsceneCutie, TechMike, ReaperOfHugs42, Daylights,
DrDoonMD, IamGroot_SJP, Tabernacle8, TheGreyBush204, TheSteveFava, Double
H, Aciid, xSirVikingsx, bobzillahh, Thee_GodFather, Saint420, GoodGirl2_1, and so
many more. Being a part of this community in any fashion makes me feel like it’s
all worthwhile. Let’s build and grow this thing to the next level and beyond. From
Tournaments and E-Sports to Shows and Movies, we can do just about anything with
the team we have now - it will only get bigger and better from here.
Thank you,
Kevin (Backlog)
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